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▪What is disciplinary literacy?

▪How does it relate to maths?

▪Why is collaboration vital?

▪ Explore four specific areas in more detail:
▪ What is our ideal?

▪ What are the difficulties?

▪ What can help?

▪ Takeaways

Welcome



WHY???



“…an approach to improving literacy across the curriculum. 
It recognises that literacy skills are both general and subject 
specific, emphasising value of supporting teachers of every 
subject to teach students how to read, write and 
communicate effectively”

“each subject has its own unique language, ways of 
knowing, doing and communicating”

EEF Guidance Report

What is disciplinary literacy?



What is disciplinary literacy?

Knowledge of 
content

Knowledge of how to 
think about and 

communicate that 
content

Subject 
knowledge+ =



Not literacy within maths, but literacy of maths

“…disciplinary learning doesn’t just build knowledge but 
actually produces and constructs it”

“Disciplinary Literacy: A Shift that Makes Sense” ReLeah Lent 2017

Disciplinary literacy in maths



▪ Keywords 
eg @MissBsResources

Disciplinary literacy in maths



▪ Keywords 
eg @MissBsResources

▪Comprehension tasks
eg @JennyHillParker and Pearson

BUT… 
could we do more?

Disciplinary literacy in maths



EEF Guidance Report



Misconceptions

Literacy across the 
curriculum

Successful application 
of literacy in a subject 

discipline
≠



“a text is really anything imbued with meaning”
Draper 2015

Misconceptions

▪Not reading ABOUT your subject, but reading IN your subject



Lent (2016)



▪ Take an exam question

▪Now consider:
▪ What was most important, finding the answer or presenting the solution?

▪ Did you use any drawings / representations?

▪ How did you decide to set out your working?

▪ Did you annotate?

▪ Would you show your workings to students as “ideal”?

Task to do with your department:







DISCIPLINARY 
LITERACY IN 

MATHS

vocab and 
language

comprehension 
and understanding

talking 
mathematically

writing 
mathematically

Four areas of interest



Vocabulary and language



Vocabulary and language



Vocabulary and language



▪Understands (and uses) maths-specific vocabulary

▪Uses the origin and structure of words to help make connections

▪ Realises that mathematical language is very precise

What does our ideal student do?



▪Definitions sometimes unclear

▪ Instructional words

What are the difficulties?

factorunknownvariable

explain show that prove



Tier 1, 2, 3 vocabulary



1. Words which have the same or roughly the same 
meaning in both contexts (e.g. fewer, between)

2. Words which occur in mathematics and ordinary English, 
but involve different meanings in these two contexts 
(e.g. difference, volume)

3. Words which are specific to mathematics and not 
usually encountered in everyday language (e.g. 
hypotenuse, coefficient)

                  
Andrew Rothbury (researcher)

Maths specific vocabulary



▪ Think of five Tier 2 words, and five Tier 3 words

▪How confident are you about the tiers?

Task:

Most important and 

likely to be missed
Prof Deignan (Prof of Applied 

Linguistics, Uni of Leeds)



▪ Same spelling but different meanings deriving from a 
common origin

▪How many do you have on your list?

                  

Polysemous words



▪Venn diagram questions

                  

Precise, logical language

S

CW

26



What can help?

Frayer models / checklists Etymology (origin)

Morphology (structure)

hexagon (n.) 1560s, from 
Latin hexagonum, from 
Greek hexagonon, from 
hex "six" + gonia "angle" 
(see knee)



▪Discuss and use vocabulary as a department

▪How many of these do you know AND USE?

▪ Minuend

▪ Subtrahend

▪ Commutative

▪ Vinculum

▪ Knowing a word allows you to discuss! (see next section…)

Collaboration opportunities



▪Checklists https://www.mathspad.co.uk/ 

Takeaways: vocab and language

https://www.mathspad.co.uk/


▪Maths Dictionary https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/index.html 

Takeaways: vocab and language

https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/index.html


▪ Jo Morgan https://www.resourceaholic.com/p/topics-in-depth.html 

Takeaways: vocab and language

https://www.resourceaholic.com/p/topics-in-depth.html


▪ BossMaths https://www.bossmaths.com/vocab/ 

Takeaways: vocab and language

https://www.bossmaths.com/vocab/


Comprehension and understanding



Comprehension and understanding
From Edexcel C3 2013 



Comprehension and understanding
From Edexcel C3 2013 



▪Uses multiple representations

▪Decodes complex instructions and sentences

▪ Picks out the pertinent information

▪ Knows when context is important and when it is not

▪Makes mathematical models of situations

▪Does not always read from left to right

What does our ideal student do?



▪Using words in conjunction with diagrams

What are the difficulties?



▪Using words in conjunction with diagrams

▪Unpicking the maths from the context

▪Making assumptions:
“it looks like a square therefore it is a square”

What are the difficulties?



What are the difficulties?

▪Multiple reading directions (Nolan, 1984)



▪ Relating words to diagrams and using multiple representations

▪ Teaching specific definitions and overlearning

▪Micro rules

▪Metacognition: thinking out loud

▪Modelling and worked examples

▪ Spotting errors in someone else’s work

What can help?

Practise this!



▪ Think Alouds (EEF Blogs – Kirstin Mulholland, Emma Barker)

Takeaways: Comprehension



Talking mathematically



Talking mathematically



▪ “debate like a mathematician” (EEF Guidelines)

▪ Reason and justify

▪Give full solutions, not just answers

▪Use mathematically correct language

  “can you say it better?”

What does our ideal student do?

Departmental focus?



▪Dumbing down
“Commutative law of multiplication”

▪ Teachers being sloppy with language
“angles on a straight line add to 180”

▪Asking closed questions

▪ Lack of confidence

What are the difficulties?



▪ Teach the proper language and definitions: Agree on these!

▪Use Socratic questioning

▪ Think – pair – share – warm call

▪ Insist on full sentance answers

What can help?

…asking and answering 
questions to stimulate critical 
thinking and to draw out ideas 
and underlying presuppositions



▪Maintain focus

▪ Recognising what’s important

▪ Reducing cognitive load 

▪Connecting ideas

▪Using correct language

▪ Providing high quality shared language

Takeaways: stem sentences



▪Not definitions

▪Mathematically accurate

▪ Supported by images

▪Drawn upon continually

Stem sentences vs generalisations

“the multiplicative relationship 
between __ and __ is __”



Takeaways: directed numbers

(-3) – (-4)=



▪Dani Quinn https://www.lboro.ac.uk/services/lumen/professional-
development/language-in-maths/ 

Takeaways: talking mathematically

https://www.lboro.ac.uk/services/lumen/professional-development/language-in-maths/
https://www.lboro.ac.uk/services/lumen/professional-development/language-in-maths/




Writing mathematically



▪ Possibly the hardest to achieve!

▪ Think back to the GCSE questions

Writing mathematically



▪Work downwards

▪Write in “full sentences”

▪Use correct mathematical notation

▪Annotate when necessary

▪Draw conclusions

What does our ideal student do?



▪ Sketching: understanding these are representations not 
accurate scale drawings

▪Understanding that the representation is important, not 
the actual size (eg bar models etc)

▪Consider paper in exercise books: plain? Squared?

What are the difficulties?



“I know what you mean”

What are the difficulties?



▪Worked examples

▪No dumbing down

▪Gap filling exercises

▪Modelling – lots of it!

▪ Include multiple representations

▪Using tricky numbers so working has to be shown 

▪ Structuring a proof

What can help?



Worked examples



Worked examples: gap filling
@andylutwyche



Worked examples: proof
https://topdrawer.aamt.edu.au/ 

https://topdrawer.aamt.edu.au/


Foundation year 10: no dumbing down



Showing work



Working board



▪MODEL MODEL MODEL

▪ PRAISE PRAISE PRAISE

▪Work together to be consistent across your department

▪ Let’s get EMOTIONS  back into maths:
▪ Elegance

▪ Efficiency

▪ “Nice” solutions

Takeaways: writing mathematically



@runningstitch

@SEMathsHub

@DurringResearch

Thank you!
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